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Abstract: This study presents a novel time-domain protection technique for application to DC grids. The technique utilises the
power developed by the forward and backward travelling waves produced by a fault to distinguish between internal and external
faults. For an internal fault, the calculated travelling wave power must exceed a predetermined setting; otherwise the fault is
external. The ratio between the forward travelling wave power and the backward travelling wave power provides a directional
comparison. For a forward directional fault, this ratio is less than unity, whereas the ratio is greater than unity for reverse
directional faults. To improve the sensitivity of the protection scheme for long-distance remote internal fault, a second element
utilising the concavity of the forward travelling wave power is proposed. The proposed technique is time domain based and does
not require complex mathematical burden; moreover, as such can be easily implemented since it will require fewer hardware
resources. Simulations were carried out in power systems computer-aided design/electromagnetic transient simulations, and the
results presented considering wider cases of fault scenarios including 500 Ω remote internal fault shows the suitability of the
proposed scheme as all fault scenarios indicated were identified within 500 µs following the application of the fault.

1 Introduction
The availability of fast fault detection algorithms is a prerequisite
for the secure and reliable operation of multi-terminal HVDC
systems also termed DC grids [1–8]. This is because DC fault
current rises rapidly due to the low inductance in DC systems
compared with AC systems, thus reaching damaging levels in a
few milliseconds [2]. Therefore, fault detection, discrimination and
clearance in DC grids must be completed before the fault current
reaches a damaging level to ensure that the faulty section is
isolated quickly while maintaining the continuity of service
delivery in the healthy section of the grid. However, a major issue
is selectivity; as only the faulty section should be isolated in the
event of a fault. The challenge is to realise this using single-ended
measurements only, without information from the remote end
relay(s) via a communication link. In the light of these constraints,
transient-based protection techniques are ideal candidates for DC
grid protection.

Transient-based protection techniques utilise the fault generated
transient components to detect the occurrence of faults, thereby
making it possible to detect the fault very quickly, and well before
the steady state. The conventional current derivative (di/dt)
protection technique developed for DC traction systems, the
voltage derivative protection technique (dv/dt) used in two-terminal
HVDC systems, the polarity identification technique, as well as the
travelling wave-based protection (TWBP) techniques, belong to the
class of transient-based protection technique. However, there are
some limitations in adopting them for the protection of DC grids.
For example, the traditional dv/dt developed for two-terminal
HVDC systems cannot provide directional discrimination, whilst
the di/dt techniques applicable to DC traction systems such as di/dt 
+ ΔT or di/dt + Δi [9] would require a long time window to provide
discrimination, thereby incurring delays. Therefore, for DC grid
protection, the initial di/dt must be accurately measured to
guarantee the reliability of the protection scheme. The polarity
identification technique would also require communication
between the local and remote end relays and as such incur
communication delays. In the same way, TWBP techniques relying
on multiple reflections between the fault and relay terminals will

also result in communication delay noting that the wave
propagation delay time may be more than the time required to
detect, discriminate and clear the fault. Furthermore, TWBP
techniques relying on complex digital signal processing (DSP)
techniques will involve computational burden and incur a delay,
thus consuming hardware resources. Therefore, new TWBP
techniques must be developed for DC grids application.

Several attempts have been made in the recent past to adopt the
aforementioned principles or a combination of two or more to
develop DC line protection scheme for application to DC grids [3–
7], whereas more still needs to be done. The protection technique
presented in this paper is based on a travelling wave propagation
theory. The power developed by the forward and backward
travelling waves following the occurrence of a fault is extracted for
processing in order to determine whether a fault has occurred or
not. For an internal fault, the calculated travelling wave power
must exceed a predetermined setting; otherwise the fault is
external. The ratio between the forward travelling wave power and
the backward travelling wave power provides a directional
comparison. For a forward directional fault, this ratio must be less
than unity whereas it is greater than unity for a reverse directional
fault (RDF). To improve the sensitivity of the protection scheme
for long-distance remote internal faults, a second element utilising
the concavity of the forward travelling wave power is also
proposed.

2 Basic philosophy
Any fault on a transmission line will generate a travelling wave
(Fig. 1), which travels back and forth between the fault and the
relay terminals until they are damped and the post-fault steady-
state conditions are attained [10]. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the assumed positive (or reference)
direction of current flow in the relay is from the bus bar into the
line. Therefore, vBA and vBB are backward voltage travelling waves
(BVTWs) whilst vFA and vFB are forward VTWs (FVTWs) with
respect to relays A and B, respectively. Now, considering fault F
with respect to terminal A of Fig. 1, the following expressions can
be written:
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νFA x, t = ΔνDC(x, t) + ZCΔiDC(x, t)
2 (1)

νBA(x, t) = ΔνDC(x, t) − ZCΔiDC(x, t)
2 (2)

The power contained in the forward and backward travelling waves
PFW and PBW, respectively, can also be expressed as

PFW(t) = 1
ZC

νFA(t)2 (3)

PBW(t) = − 1
ZC

νBA(t)2 (4)

Further simplifications result in

PFW(t) = 1
4ZC

(ΔνDC
2 + 2ΔνDCΔiDCZC + ΔiDC

2 ZC
2 ) (5)

PBW(t) = − 1
4ZC

(ΔνDC
2 − 2ΔνDCΔiDCZC + ΔiDC

2 ZC
2 ) (6)

Zc is the surge impedance of the line and ΔvDC; ΔiDC is the
superimposed components of the DC voltage and current.

3 Protection principle
Consider the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 2. The inductors L
showed are representative of di/dt limiting inductors as per the
HVDC circuit breaker or fault current limiters (FCLs) [3]. As
shown, F1 and F3 are forward faults with respect to relay R12,
whereas F2 is a reverse fault. However, F1 is also an internal whilst
F2 and F3 are external faults. Therefore, F1 is a forward internal
fault (FIF) and F3 is a forward external fault (FEF). The goal is to
operate the relay only for internal faults (F1 as shown) and not
operate for external faults (F2 and F3 as shown). 

3.1 Forward and reverse faults

Considering Fig. 3a, when the BVTW from fault F1 reaches the
relay terminals (say terminal A), the first incident wave at R12 is
vBA, which is reflected to produce vFA. 

In practise, the reflected waves at a boundary have lower
magnitude compared with the magnitude of the incident wave.
Hence, vFA is less than vBA for a specified brief period following
fault inception. Therefore

νFA < νBA or νFA
νBA

< 1

Therefore, from (1) to (6)

PFW
PBW

< 1

Now considering Fig. 3b, and with a fault F2 (a reverse fault with
respect to relay R12), the first wave seen by R12 is vFA; which is
now a forward voltage travelling wave with respect to R12. A
significant amount of time will, therefore, elapse before the arrival
of vBA at terminal A following a reflection at terminal B.
Therefore, for fault F2, the magnitude of vFA is greater than vBA,
and we can write

νFA > νBA or νFA
νBA

> 1; PFW
PBW

> 1

3.2 Forward internal and forward external faults

In Fig. 4, R12 sees a much attenuated BVTW and FVTW; hence,
reduced magnitudes of PFW and PBW due to the discontinuity or
boundary at terminal B. 

This is largely due to the DC inductor located at each of the line
ends, which provides attenuation to the high-frequency
components resulting from an external fault. However, the
attenuation of a travelling wave due to FIF such as F1 in Fig. 3a is
much smaller. This characteristic provides a method to discriminate
between FIF and FEF. The general conditions for internal and
external faults with respect to a local relay are summarised in
Table 1. 

Fig. 1  Travelling waves on a transmission line
 

Fig. 2  Transmission network showing arbitrary fault locations
 

Fig. 3  Conditions for forward and reverse faults
(a) Forward directional fault, (b) reverse directional fault , tp = propagation delay of
the travelling wave

 

Fig. 4  Conditions for internal and external faults
 

Table 1 Conditions for internal fault
Condition Type
PFW
PBW

< 1 ratio check

PFW>PFW (set) magnitude check 1
PBW>PBW (set) magnitude check 2

PFW/PBW is the travelling wave power ratio Pr.
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4 Validations
4.1 Test model

To validate the proposed protection technique, simulations were
carried out as shown in Fig. 5. The test model consists of a four-
terminal DC grid made available in power systems computer-aided
design/electro-magnetic transient design and control [11].
However, some adjustments were made to the model to reflect the
scenarios under consideration in this paper. 

The network consists of four cable sections and four modular
multi-level converters (MMCs) based on half-bridge submodule
configuration. Details of the converter and AC parameters
including the load parameter are given in Fig. 6, Tables 2 and 3.
The cables are of frequency-dependent distributed parameter
models, and as such the wave effects including attenuation, losses
and the distortion have been accounted for (Fig. 6, Tables 2 and 3).
All cable sections have a length of 200 km and all faults were
assumed to be pole-ground faults and were applied at 2 s from the
start of the simulation. All measurements were taken at the positive
pole terminal of the DC cable. Air-cored inductors of 1 mH were
placed at the DC cable ends to represent the inductive effects of
HVDC breakers or FCLs [3]. These inductors also help to limit the
di/dt during DC side short circuits. 

4.2 Sampling frequency

As per international electrotechnical commission (IEC) guidelines
for DC protection [8], the sampling frequency fs used in this paper
was 96 kHz. The measurement time window Tw or window length
for the relay decision must be within a predetermined time frame
following the detection of the transient. Since travelling waves
damp quickly, typically <1 ms following the arrival of the first
incident wave at the relay terminal, the window length Tw was
assumed to be 500 µs in this paper. Generally, this is a matter of
compromise and, therefore, could vary depending on the designer
and grid configuration. The sampling period Ts is given by

TS = 1
96 kHZ = 10.42 μs

The total number of samples for relay decision NT was also
determined; thus

NT = TW
TS

= 500 μs
10.42 μs = 48 samples

Following the application of fault on the DC link, the DC voltages
and currents, vDC and iDC, respectively, at the respective relay
terminals were sampled based on three point moving average to
obtain the average DC voltages and currents, vDC(Avg) and
iDC(Avg), and thereafter the incremental quantities ΔvDC and ΔiDC
were determined. Thus

ΔνDC = νDC(Avg) − νDC(steady state) (7)

ΔiDC = iDC(Avg) − iDC(steady state) (8)

Following this, PFW and PBW were calculated based on (5) and (6),
respectively.

4.3 Simulation results and discussion

Considering Fig. 5, under steady-state condition, MMC1 and
MMC3 operate as rectifiers and as such imports power from the
AC side whilst MMC2 and MMC4 operate as inverters exporting
power to the load and AC grid, respectively. The steady-state bus
bar voltages and the respective relay currents are given in Table 4. 
Simulations were carried out considering the worst-case scenario
for all local relays indicated in Fig. 5. Ideally, this is a high-
resistance remote FIF versus a low-resistance FEF on an adjacent
cable section as well as an RDF. For example, with respect to relay
R12, the worst-case fault scenario is arrived at by considering fault
F21 with a fault resistance Rf = 500 Ω against fault F23 and F14
with Rf = 0.01 Ω. The same scenario holds for the remaining relays

Fig. 5  Four-terminal DC grid [11]
 

Fig. 6  Cable configuration and geometry
 

Table 2 Converter and AC side parameters
Item Ratings
rated power of the converter 800 MVA
rated DC voltage of the converter 400 kV
converter arm inductance 29 mH
cell DC capacitor 10,000 μF
nominal frequency 50 Hz
transformer nominal voltage (L.L) RMS 380 kV
nominal voltage at voltage-source converter side (L-L)
RMS

220 kV

leakage reactance of the transformer 0.18 pu
rated real power per phase of load 33 MW
rated reactive power per phase of load 0.0 MW
rated load voltage(L-G) rms 83.72 kV

 

Table 3 Conductor and insulation parameters
Items Dimensions
resistivity of the core conductor 2.2 × 10−8 Ωm
resistivity of the first conducting layer 27.4 × 10−8 Ωm
resistivity of the second conducting layer 18.15 × 10−8 Ωm
outer radius of the core conductor 2.51 × 10−2 m
thickness of the first conducting layer 2 × 10−3 m
thickness of the second conducting layer 5.5 × 0−3 m
thickness of the first insulation layer 2 × 10−2 m
thickness of the second insulation layer 3.1 × 10−3 m
thickness of the third insulation layer 5 × 10−3 m
relative permittivity of all insulation layer 2.3
all relative permeability 1
ground resistivity 100 Ωm
length of cable 200 km
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indicated as shown. However, due to limited space, only the plots
obtained considering R12 are presented in this paper.

The calculated travelling wave power components (PFW and
PBW) with respect to relay R12 considering faults F21, F23 and F14
are presented in Fig. 7. As shown, under steady-state conditions,
PFW and PBW are zero indicating that no travelling waves are
present. However, at the instant of fault inception (after 2 s),
travelling waves are generated and travel along the cables;
moreover, as such PFW and PBW are developed by the travelling
waves. Generally, a significant amount of time will elapse
(depending on the distance between the relay terminal and the
fault) until the travelling wave components arrive at the relay
terminal. For example, the arrival time of the travelling waves at
R12 due to fault F21 is 2.00102 s while that for F23 and F14 are
2.00112 and 2.0005 s, respectively. However, this is not a major
issue because as far as the relay is concerned, the arrival time of
the travelling wave is taken as t0. This is usually determined by
incorporating a starting element (such as dv/dt in this study). Now
considering Fig. 7a (FIF; Rf = 500 Ω), the magnitude of PBW
recorded at the relay terminal during the first few milliseconds
following the arrival of the first incident wave exceeds that of PFW
indicating that F21 is an FDF with respect to R12. Therefore, the
ratio PFW/PBW during the measurement period will be less than
unity. The same also holds in Fig. 7b (FIF; Rf = 300 Ω), but with a
reduced magnitude of the travelling wave components. This is
consistent with the travelling wave theory as the magnitudes of the
resulting travelling wave components are largely dependent on the
fault resistance [12]. However, in Fig. 7c (RDF; Rf = 0.01 Ω), the
magnitude of PFW exceeds that of PBW during the measurement
period indicating that F14 is an RDF with respect to R12, and,
therefore, the ratio PFW/PBW will be greater than unity. These

characteristics are consistent with the conditions established in
Section 3 for directional discrimination. 

It can be seen from Fig. 7d (FEF; Rf = 0.01 Ω) that though the
calculated PBW exceeds that of PFW hence indicating an FDF;
however, the calculated PFW and PBW for F21 significantly exceed
that for F23. This is because the high-frequency components of the
fault generated transient components from F23 are attenuated at the
boundary consisting of the bus bar 2, inductors L21 and L23,
respectively. This characteristic is consistent with that stipulated in
Table 1 as per magnitude criteria and it provides discrimination
between FIF and FEF. To guarantee the reliability of the protection
scheme, the actual signals used for relay decision were taken
during the first 500 µs following the detection of the transient. This
corresponds to 48 samples as explained in Section 4.2. The
flowchart is shown in Fig. 8. The calculated PFW and PBW
considering all scenarios indicated in Fig. 5 are presented in
Table 5. In all cases, and with respect to all local relays indicated,
the magnitudes PFW and PBW for FIF for large fault resistance (Rf 
= 300 Ω, 500 Ω) exceed those of FEF with low fault resistances
(Rf = 0.01 Ω). Furthermore, the travelling wave power ratio Pr is
less than unity indicating that all fault scenarios indicated are
forward faults with respect to the local relays. Generally, the
conditions for FDF or RDF have been established in Fig. 7. 

Still considering Table 5, a protection threshold of PFW(set) = 
1.50 kW and PBW(set) = 1.80 kW will accurately and reliably
discriminate between an FIF and FEF (Fig. 9). It can be seen from
the expanded plot shown in Fig. 9c that though PFW for RDF may
exceed the protection setting of 1.50 kw, however, the relay will
not operate as the ratio criteria and is not satisfied. Generally, a
safety margin will be introduced to account for non-uniformity of
the cable geometry and measurement errors. In practise, this will

Table 4 Steady-state DC voltage and current
Relay Steady-state DC voltage,

kV [Vdc(ss)]
Steady-state DC current,

kA [idc(ss)]
R12 198.54 −1.032
R21 200.81 1.037
R23 200.87 0.198
R32 200.46 −0.195
R34 200.56 −0.051
R43 200.72 0.059
R14 200.64 0.897
R41 198.64 0.899
 

Fig. 7  Simulation results considering internal and external faults
(a) FIF; Rf=500 Ω, (b) FIF; Rf=300 Ω, (c) RDF; Rf=0.01 Ω, (d) FEF; Rf=0.01 Ω

 
Fig. 8  Flowchart of the proposed TWBP technique
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be a matter of comprise and will depend on the designer and grid
configuration. Extensive simulations carried out revealed that the
magnitudes of PFW and PBW for a pre-set time duration (500 µs in
this paper) following the occurrence of fault decreases
exponentially with increasing fault distance (Fig. 10). The
significance of this plot is that it can be used to determine the relay
settings for varying fault distances, thus a generic model can be
developed, and the protection threshold determined off-site
provided the cable parameters are known. However, this will
involve extensive simulations and the use of a reliable curve fitting
technique to avoid spurious relay trips. 

4.4 Fault discriminative criteria utilising travelling wave power
concavity

As shown in Fig. 11, care must be taken to ensure that
measurements are taken before the travelling wave components
damp out as the magnitude of PFW or PBW for low-resistance FEF
may exceed that of high-resistance FIF. This can lead to spurious
relay trips. To account for this, the wave shape of the calculated
PFW is proposed to provide discrimination between FIF and FEF. 

The plots of PFW and PBW considering the fault scenarios
indicated in Fig. 5 with respect to R12 considering 48 samples (NT 
= 48) are shown in Figs. 12a–d. As shown, the coefficient of t2 is
negative in Figs. 12a and b, and hence the second derivative must
be negative indicating a ‘concave-downwards’ travelling wave
components. However, in Figs. 12c and d, the travelling wave
components show a ‘concave-upwards’ characteristics, and
therefore the second derivative of the function is positive,
indicating an external fault. For an internal fault with respect to a
local relay, the second derivate of the travelling wave power curve
is negative, whereas it is positive for external faults. This
phenomenon is likely to be attributed to the reflection and
refraction characteristics at the boundary thus leading to 180°
phase shift. Thus

…if
d2PFW

dt2 < 0; fault is internal

…else if
d2PFW

dt2 > 0; fault is external

4.5 Proposed back-up protection

For a back-up protection, the travelling wave power components at
both the local and remote end relay terminals could be determined
and a communication established via an optical fibre as shown in
Fig. 13. The integrity of the communication system would,
therefore, play a key role in adopting this principle. 

Thus

…if PFW1

PBW1
AND PFW2

PBW2
< 1; fault is internal

else if PFW1

PBW1
OR PFW2

PBW2
> 1; fault is external

where the subscripts 1 and 2 represent the travelling wave power
components at local and remote end relays, respectively.

5 Conclusions
This paper presents some proposals for consideration in DC grid
protection. The study focuses on the DC line fault detection
algorithm; hence, the effect of the converter operation on the
travelling wave components is outside the scope of this paper. The
proposed protection principle utilises the power developed by the
forward and backward travelling waves following the occurrence
of the fault. The simulation results presented show the

Table 5 Calculated PFW and PBW based on Fig. 5
Local relay Fault location Fault type with respect to the local relay Fault resistance, Ω |PFW|, kW |PBW|, kW Pr
R12 F21 FIF 300 4.25 5.03 0.84

F21 FIF 500 1.52 1.82 0.81
F23 FEF 0.01 0.75 0.82 0.92

R21 F12 FIF 300 4.16 5.13 0.81
F12 FIF 500 1.61 1.97 0.82
F14 FEF 0.01 0.91 0.98 0.92

R23 F32 FIF 300 4.27 5.32 0.80
F32 FIF 500 1.65 2.04 0.81
F34 FEF 0.01 1.29 1.45 0.88

R32 F23 FIF 300 4.41 5.40 0.82
F23 FIF 500 1.71 2.10 0.81
F21 FEF 0.01 1.18 1.34 0.88

R34 F43 FIF 300 4.46 5.38 0.83
F43 FIF 500 1.74 2.09 0.83
F41 FEF 0.01 0.96 1.15 0.83

R43 F34 FIF 300 4.46 5.54 0.80
F34 FIF 500 1.76 2.18 0.81
F32 FEF 0.01 1.16 1.37 0.85

R41 F14 FIF 300 4.32 5.08 0.85
F14 FIF 500 1.78 2.17 0.82
F12 FEF 0.01 1.01 1.11 0.91

R14 F41 FIF 300 4.18 5.17 0.81
F41 FIF 500 1.71 2.09 0.82
F43 FEF 0.01 1.09 1.31 0.83

FIF: Forward internal fault; FEF: Forward external fault; Pr=|PFW|/|PBW|.
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effectiveness of the proposed principle in discriminating between
internal and external faults. A key advantage of this technique is
that it is non-unit based, hence no communication delays. Also, as
it time domain based, it does not require complex
computational/DSP techniques, which ultimately will result in less
computational burden thus requiring minimal hardware resources
and saving cost.

The practical application of the proposed technique is
dependent on the availability of commercially available relays
having the capability of sampling at 96 kHz or more. The study
also assumes a pure relay signal as per proof-of-concept. However,

the effect of noise on the proposed protection technique shall be
investigated in future work. For close-up faults where the effect of
the overlapping travelling wave may predominate, the simple and
traditional impedance-based protection principle would be an ideal
candidate. The main contribution of this paper is to develop a
protection scheme that will be sensitive to high-resistance and
long-distance remote internal faults. The proposed protection
technique will also find useful applications in low-voltage DC
distribution systems.
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Fig. 9  Expanded plot of Fig. 7
(a) FIF; Rf=500 Ω, (b) FIF; Rf=300 Ω, (c) RDF; Rf=0.01 Ω, (d) FEF; Rf=0.01 Ω

 

Fig. 10  Variation of PFW and PBW with increasing fault distance
(a) PFW; Rf=500 Ω, (b) PBW; Rf=500 Ω

 

Fig. 11  Comparison of high-resistance FIF versus low-resistance FEF
 

Fig. 12  Concave-up versus concave-down fault discriminative criteria
(a) PFW: FIF; Rf=300 Ω, (b) PFW: FIF; Rf=500 Ω, (c) PFW: FEF; Rf=0.01 Ω, (d)
PFW: RDF; Rf=0.01 Ω
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enabling environment to study for a research degree in the first
instance.
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